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ABSTRACT 

Energy audit is a very essential tool which is utilized to calculate the total amount of energy that is 

consumed in a particular organization or a locality or a facility. The energy audit in this paper is conducted in a 

small street in the Vellore district, the data that is obtained from the energy audit that has been conducted is utilized 

to find out the solar power plant that needs to be erected in that particular locality according to the user interest. 

The solar power plant that is to be constructed is a standalone type of power plant that also powers the locality at 

times when no profuse sunlight is present. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Energy is defined as the ability to do work, there are many different forms of energy and energy can be 

transferred from one form to another form. Humans of this century use electrical energy, since electricity is a very 

versatile form of energy and can be converted into any form as desired it is commonly used nowadays. The electric 

grid is the means of transfer method of electricity from the utility to the end consumer, the transmission line that 

have been constructed by the utility transfers the electrical energy form the utility to the consumer. Energy audit is 

method by which we can calculate the amount of energy that has been consumed in particular locality, energy audit 

is also considered as a tool in the energy management methodology. The people who conduct energy audit are 

called energy auditors. Before a solar system integrator could erect a rooftop solar plant or a solar plant that can 

power the entire locality energy audit is priory performed in that locality. The amount of energy that has been 

consumed is calculated for the designing of a solar power plant. This paper will duly focus on the electrical 

designing of a solar power plant in that locality. The electrical energy that is been consumed by the consumer is 

alone considered for designing a solar power plant for that locality in this paper. The need for the adoption of 

renewable energy is very much talked worldwide, it is considered a very good start if the local bodies actively 

participate in the renewable energy adoption methodologies. It was because of the profuse need of energy for the 

development of great nations has led to the increase in pollution levels. Lot of energy is needed for the growth of 

nations in earlier days due to lack of awareness of the harmful effects of pollutants and its adverse side effects the 

concern and need to conserve the environment was very much ignored to a greater extent. Since the solar panels 

have shown a great sign of renewable energy method despite the fact of its poor efficiency it is necessary to design 

a correct solar power plant so that the desired output can be harnessed by the consumers, it also necessary to 

provide the consumers with a cost effective solution without any compromise in quality and perfection of the work, 

therefore unnecessary wastage of money can be avoided. 

Real-Time Data Collected: As a sample space of five houses out of ten houses in Venkat Reddy Street at Jolarpet, 

Vellore district are taken as the subject area for conducting the energy audit. These five houses are considered as a 

locality in this paper. Each house can have different wattage consumption according to the type of the consumer 

using it; the wattage from each house is calculated on the whole and totaled to get the wattage that is being 

consumed in the locality. The standalone solar power plant that is being designed in this paper to fulfill the energy 

requirements of the consumer, the watt hour table that is being consumed by the five houses is being tabulated 

below. 

Table.1. Total watts consumed in street: 116445 wh/day 

Area Kitchen 

(wh) 

Bathroom/Laundry 

(wh) 

Living Room 

(wh) 

Lighting 

(wh) 

Others 

(wh) 

House 1 11388 4700 12170 4890 1500 

House 2 8098 4750 9480 1950 1500 

House 3 7938 4495 4845 1530 750 

House 4 6838 495 900 780 750 

House 5 8088 4100 8420 1590 4500 

Total 42350 18540 35815 10740 9000 
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Figure.1. Load curve for individual house. 

Highlights: Series 1 : House 1; Series 2 : House 2; Series 3 : House 3; Series 4 : House 4; Series 5 : House 5. 

Electrical Designing: The standalone solar power plant that is being designed consists of the following 

components, Solar module; Charge controller; Battery; Inverter. 

Each component is being considered as a node, when electricity is transferred from one node to another 

there will be a loss which is accountable to the efficiency of the medium of electricity transfer (electric wires) and 

the efficiency of each component. All the losses are accounted and the designing process is done. A schematic 

diagram below depicts the components that are present in a standalone solar power plant which are considered in 

the electrical designing     

 
Figure.2. Schematic diagram of electrical designing 

Mathematical Calculations: The load that is being utilized by the locality in the Jolarpet Township is found out to 

be by energy audit as 116445Wh. This load is then subjected to various losses that are encountered and the power 

output that is required from the solar panel is determined. Since we are designing a power plant for a small locality 

the system voltage is considered to be 96V. 

 Inverter output = 
116445

0.99
 = 117621Wh (Considering the losses of 1%) 

 Inverter input = 
117621

0.97
 = 121259Wh (Assuming that the inverter has η= 97%) 

 Battery output = 
121259

0.99
 = 122484Wh (Considering the wore losses of 1%) 

 Battery input = 
122484

0.70
  = 174977Wh (Assuming the battery η=70%) 

 Charge controller output = 
174977

0.99
 176744Wh (Considering the wire losses of 1%) 

 Charge controller input = 
176744

0.98
 = 180352Wh (assuming the charge controller has η=98%)  

 Solar module output= 
180352

0.99
 = 182173Wh (considering the wire losses of 1%) 

 Solar module output =
182173

5
 = 36435kW 

Battery Bank Designing: 

 Energy input to the battery=122484Wh 

 To find the capacity of the battery bank=
122484

96
=1276Ah 

 Battery bank requirements are 

a) Voltage=96V 

b) Capacity=1276Ah 

 According to market availability the specification of a single battery is 

a) Voltage=12V 

b) Capacity=250Ah 

 To meet the battery bank specification the batteries must be connected as per the following design 

a) 250Ah X 6 = 1500Ah (6 represents 6 strings of batteries) 

b) 12V X 8 = 96V (8 represents two batteries connected in series) 

We need a total of 48 batteries. 

Module Power and Panel Designing: 

 Solar Module power output = 36435Wh 

 Considering the losses of 35.5% the efficiency of solar module becomes η = 64.5% =  
36435

.645
 = 56488Wh 

 Power to be obtained from module after considering losses=56488Wh 

 Commercial available solar panel specifications 

a. Output power =275Wp 
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b. Voltage =31V 

c. Current =9A 

 Number of panels required to meet the desired wattage=
56488

275
=206 panels 

 To witness minimum current loss we connect all the panels in series 

 The specification of the designed module is 

a. Wattage=206 X 275Wp=56650W 

b. Voltage from panel= 206 X 31V =6386V 

c. Current from panel=9A (all panels are connected in series current remains the same) 

Area Required: Each solar panel has an area of 0.2m2. 206 panels require an area of 41.2m2, which is equal to 

443.4 sq.ft. 

2. METHODS & MATERIALS 

In the method analysis, the solar module power and designing is calculated with specified formula in solar 

electric power generation, and the number of panels calculated. The basic energy audit form is used as a material 

for calculation and survey report for designing standalone solar power generation in Jolarpet locality. 

3. RESULTS 

        In the specified standalone design module, the total current obtained from the panel 9A. Thus total number of 

206 panels are needed to satisfy the electric power demand in that mentioned locality. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The electrical designing of the locality for the construction of a standalone solar power plant was done 

with the help of energy audit. The energy audit was performed to obtain the data of the amount of energy that is 

consumed in the locality, from the obtained data we design a standalone solar power plant using mathematical 

formulae to determine the type and specifications of electrical component that is required to establish a proper 

electrical network for the normal functioning of a solar power plant. 
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